
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT GROUP MEETING 

Date: January 29,2021 Time: 9:00 a.m. 

Zoom Attendees: Margret Graham (LDN CSB), Carol Layer (ALX CSB), Lisa Madron (PWC CSB), Betsy Strawderman (PWC CSB), Jean Post (NVRPO), Randy Buckland 
(NVRPO), Robyn Fontaine (NVRPO), Judith Korf (Parent), Michelle Petruzzello (LDN CSB), Daryl Washington (FFX CSB), Emma Lowry (Piedmont), 
Amy Smiley (NVMHI), Deborah Warren (An l CSB) 

DD Group: Lisa Snider (LDN CSB) 

DBHDS: Alison Land, Heather Rupe, Suzanne Mayo, Cort Kirkley, Chaye Neal-Jones, Tanyika Mobley, Mira Signer, Tiffany Ford, Angelo Wider (VA 
Association of CSBs), Alexis Aplasca, Heather Rupe, Jamie Elzie, Mitch Mitchell, Meghan McGuire, Angela Harvelle, Craig Camidge, Alvie Edwards, 
Tara Belfast-Hurd, Heidi Dlx 

Recorder: Wendy Rose (NVRPO) 

Call to Order: Margret Graham (LDN CSB) called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. The group was welcomed, and introductions were made. 

Handouts: Agenda, RMG meeting minutes (November 2020), December 2020 Regional Utilization Management Report, Regional Budget 

TOPIC 

 

DISCUSSION REC/ACTIONS RESPON- 

SIBLE PARTY 

F/U 

DATE 

Introduction • M. Graham facilitated introductions and welcomed the group. 

    

• Minutes from the November meeting were approved. 

   

Brief overview of • J. Post shared an Orientation to Region 2 via PowerPoint and emailed the 

   

Region 2 CSBs, Jean 

 

presentation to the group. 

   

Post • Commissioner Land asked how much Medicaid Expansion has helped 

decrease the uninsured rates in Northern Virginia and asked if R2 is 
maximizing reimbursement from the MCOs. D. Washington reported that 
in Fairfax, eligibility workers were embedded in the CSB, and the 
uninsured rate dropped from 24% to 12% after Medicaid Expansion as a 
result. He also reported having a weekly revenue meeting with CSB 
senior leadership in an effort to maximize reimbursement. D. Warren 

   

• 

 

reported that in Arlington, the CSB is integrated with Social Services 
under the Department of Human Services, and they have been working 
together to ensure qualified individuals are receiving Medicaid. All of the 
execs agreed that Virginia Premier (through Kaiser) has been particularly 
difficult to get claims through. 

    

• Across the region, there are many individuals who are undocumented 
and not eligible for Medicaid. 
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• Commissioner Land asked about RI, International and where they are in 

the process with the CSU. J. Post reported that they are working on a 

facility build-out and are hoping to be open by June 2021. 

    

• Commissioner Land asked about the possibility of partnering with the 

region to open the former Woodburn Place CSU building under a DBHDS 

contract. D. Washington reported that there are several issues that 

made the building challenging as a site, especially during COVID, but that 

he would be happy to give people a tour and discuss further. 

   

Commissioner's vision • Commissioner Land discussed DBHDS' vision to shift and rebalance the 

   

for partnership with 

 

state hospital system, to have more community resources, and less 

   

CSBs and specifically 

 

reliance on state hospitals, by shifting services to the community. 

    

• She reported that DBHDS wants to focus on discharge planning — said 

   

Region 2 

 

discharge planning should start on Day 1 of an individual's state hospital 

admission and stated that there is no reason that individuals cannot be 

discharged to the community when they rated clinically ready for 

discharge. 

    

• DBHDS would also like to focus on updating the state facilities and 

improving operations at the facilities. 

    

• M. Graham reported that the largest need in NoVA is 24/7 residential 

programs, such as the ICRTs. Commissioner Land reported that they're in 

the process of partnering with an ALF and a NH for some contracted 

beds. 

    

• Additionally, there is a pilot with Mt. Rogers, which places LCSWs in a 

facility, in an attempt to increase the facility's acceptance rate of 

individuals from state hospitals. 

    

• H. Rupe reported that they are open to building additional capacity with 

the ICRT step-downs and will be opening requests for proposals from 

     

CSBs for capacity-building projects. 

    

• State 30-day readmissions in FY19 was 5.8%. 180-day readmission rate is 

higher. 

    

• S. Mayo reported that they have been looking at discharge processes, 

including outcome measures. Historically, the main measure has been 

bed utilization; she does not believe that this outcome measure alone is 

sufficient, and they are looking at discharge procedures to specify some 

additional outcomes measures, including readmission rates. 

    

• M. Graham asked about a statewide EBL — S. Mayo reported that it is still 
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compiled and can resume sharing statewide. 

• C. Layer reported that another barrier to discharge is guardianship — 
DBHDS reported a partnership with DARS for public guardianship slots 
and that they have also contracted with Jewish Family Services for 
private guardianship slots. These slots can be quickly assigned, but there 
are barriers with the court/legal process. The group talked the possibility 
of taking these cases directly to a private attorney, as opposed to using 
the County Attorneys; this will be explored by each CSB where there is a 
delay in the legal process. 

   

Behavioral health 

Enhancement 

• Dr. Aplasca presented a PowerPoint about Behavioral Health 
Enhancement. This initiative focuses on delivering high-quality, evidence 
based, trauma informed and cost-effective treatment. 

• 6 main services have been prioritized — PACT, Partial Hospitalization, 
Intensive Outpatient, Comprehensive Crisis Services, Functional Family 
Therapy, and Multisystemic Family Therapy. 

• Additionally, DBHDS is pursuing application for the CMS SMI Waiver, to 
infused federal dollars into the 1115 waiver. 

• Dr. Aplasca will email the slide deck to J. Post for distribution to the 
group. 

   

Mobile Crisis, Call 

Center, Marcus Alert 

• M. Signer presented a PowerPoint titled Marcus Alert: Initial 

   

Implementation Planning and Preparation. Overall, the goal of the 
Marcus Alert is to provide a behavioral health response to a behavioral 
health crisis. There will be a series of protocols to reform the 
governmental response to people in crisis. 

• D. Washington asked that expectations and outcomes be aligned with 
funding — with the volume of mental health calls that Fairfax County's 
911 receives, they will only be able to respond to a small percentage of 
these calls with the current funding. 

Regional budget • R. Fontaine presented some highlights from the regional budget: 
o Acute Care, REACH and DAP quarterly reports have all been 

submitted. 

o The Region 2 mid-year State Performance Contract was submitted 
today. 

o There was an internal Fairfax County budget review for regional 
projects, and: 

1. There is a $295,000 reduction in DAP due to transfers. 
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2. There is a $800,000 projected shortfall in acute care (LIPOS) 

     

3. There was additional one-time funding awarded for DD Supportive 

     

Housing Services (flex funds) — increased from $510,000 to 

     

$874,000. 

   

UM report highlights • J. Post reported that RUG reviewed the UM Report in detail yesterday, 

and that the highlights will be reviewed in today's meeting: 

    

• State Hospital bed day utilization is the lowest in state. 

    

• Regional admissions to NVMHI are trending towards a 4% increase from 

     

PY; diversions to NVMHI from out of area are increasing by 40%. 

    

• Regional admissions to PGH are trending towards a 27% decrease. 

    

• DAP UM — the ICRT bed utilization is 93%, Supervised step-down bed 

utilization is 100%. 02 and YTD outcomes are also tracked in the report. 

    

• Private hospitals are trending toward another increase in acceptance of 

     

TDOs. 

    

• Commitment hearings are trending towards an increase. 

    

• Alternative Transportation — there is variability between AT requested 

and AT completed. 

    

• Trending towards an increase in LIPOS. 

    

• Amy Smiley reported that, through COVID, with state beds decreased due 

to outbreaks, private hospitals have stepped up to take admissions that 

otherwise would have gone into the state hospital. 

    

• Commissioner Land encouraged all CSB staff to get vaccinated, so that 

the system can get back to business as usual as soon as possible. 

   

Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 12:00 pm. The next meeting will be on February 26, 2021, at 9:00 a.m. 
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